
Old Goathouse 

Escape to this romantic, Cornish gem, engulfed in coastal scenes with surfing, kayaking and 

walking. Blow away some cobwebs or bathe in the oasis of calm. 

Nestled in a Cornish valley, it is utterly silent and fascinatingly beautiful. The house is simple, flooded 

with light and attractively decorated with quirky, upcycled furniture (made by Roger). An element of 

fun arises as you clamber up the ladder to reach your snug mezzanine bed. The fire and sofa cast a 

warm blanket of homeliness, as do Roger and Glen with their delicious homemade treats. The 

decking offers a serene haven, as you bask in the starlight, listening to the faint trickle of the stream, 

the evening and your worries slowly slip away. The rocky-but-delectable beach is merely 500 yards 

away, and at low tide, stroll round to St Agnes. Having worked up an appetite, take your pick from 

any of the great pubs and restaurants. Sink your toes in to the village’s own sandy beach; or take a 

peek at the array of local shops. Perfect for a romantic getaway with your loved one. Whether you 

are energetic, outdoorsy types; or simply want to indulge in the tranquillity, soaking up the silence. 

We think you’ll love 

 The charming pebbled beach on your doorstop where you can enjoy a slice of surf or kick 

back and watch the sun cast its last rays. 

 A house full of character and eccentricity, creates a relaxed, fun atmosphere with your bed 

awaiting up the ladder when you’ve finished snuggling by the fire. 

 Tasty homemade delights from Roger and Glen for you to enjoy with your morning breakfast 

outside on your decking! 

Home Truths 

 Don’t be expecting a hub of night time activity, you wouldn’t come here to embark on a bar 

crawl! 

 This small simplistic space is perfect for two, it wouldn’t be accommodating for rowdy 

excitable children. 

 The self-catering nature of this place means you either can eat out or whip up something 

simple yourselves - you won’t be catered for! Apart from a delicious breakfast on the first 

day. 

The Neighbourhood 

The Old Goathouse is situated in a sheltered valley, very close to the North Cornish coast, and enjoys 
a unique seclusion. The lovely village of St Agnes is only a 5 minute drive, or beautiful 20 minute 
walk. It boasts all the eateries and great pubs you will need, with plenty of interesting independent 
shops. Surf lessons or kayak tours are available if you feel like being active or observing the cliffs 
from a seaward perspective. The southwest coastal path is right on your doorstep, with sandy 
beaches and rocky coves in abundance!  
 
Meet the Owners 
 
Roger and Glen enjoy practicing a self-sufficient lifestyle. They make their own delicious sourdough 
loaves, hedgerow wine and cider, and like to supply guests with their home grown vegetables from 
their lovely little veg patch! Being an active pair, they enjoy the fruits of their location when they can 
– cycling, surfing, walking and fishing from their own kayak! Their warm nature means they aim to 
provide guests with a restful and holistic experience, where the space and tranquillity Goathouse 
helps guests to feel nourished and nurtured. 


